
Mr. David G. Flanders, Chief 8/10/79 
FOIA/PA Branch 
FBI 
Wash., D.C. 20535 

  

—* Dear Nr, Flanders, 
ok a 

After reading your letter of the 7th and its enclosures, for which I thanke you, 
I was prompted to check your citation to the HSCA hearings (8:74~507 )» for which. qT... 
also thank you. | TS, 

Under other circumstances the determination of the FBI would be adnirables, lta 
. ' determinations relating to a law that is supposed to assure the right of the people to ey 

know what their government does, reflected in your letter and enclosures,’. include not te 

    

   

«to adher to the dictates of its supposed boss, the Attorney General or the Act or its 
own prior actse It remains determined to withhold the public domain and not to 
correct itself. 

7s 

The exemptions you have claimed are not necessary and are contrary to the . 
f 5/ 5/717 policy statement. 

What you ignored when I appealed in my King case and continued to withhold is 
nob} with FBI assent, disclosed by the HSCA, 

, The first record in your Attachment A see an unserialized Memphisuteletype of 
. 10/16/78. It cites the Jackson 4/18/68 SMM, airtel to PBIHQ as reflecting an | 
“FEI investigation of the motels at Corinth, Miss., and finding no record of any - ; 
“registration by Ray or under any Inown 5 alias or under a license number that I may 
te wron im thinking is not identical with his. While I don't doubt that this 1978 
: tpletype reflects the 1968 investigation accurately from my recollection it is not 
cbmplete. Later that year Huie received more information from Ray and the FEL this 
received Ray's information. But it then decided not to check what it Learned through Stay tty 

Huie about Ray near Corinth on 4/1/68. 

   
     

    

     

Then there is the official of the Alabama hotel sennciiatiee whose name you withhold. 
James Earl Ray knew his nume although Ray was in Jail. How secret could it be and what 

|. meed could there be for you to withhold it and claim 7C and D? Iae’thie the FEL inter 
“pretation of the mm 5/5/77 policy and the historical case determination of the 

~ Attorney General? i pm 4 
Next When it suits your purpose you do not withhold tistainee of sti plone 

Yet throughout the King FOIA case you have done precisely this and not changed on appeals 
Attachment Bb is of six pages. Yet the cover slip refers to the production, of Ps, 

27494 Serials 1 through 32. This is wore than six pages. | 7 

Your ri ae gage not state that these are all records relating: $e: the. Alton bank. 

robbery and wrk tose printed by the ISCA they are note Nor are they all _ the records © : 

relating to the bank Jobs the FBI theorized were Ray robberies. Those records have net | i 

i;



  

been provided although the HSCA hadeccess to them and drew upon them.’ The FRI nanaged 
to inelude me in them but has not provided any copies under my PA request or under ny... 
appeals in both matters. eo ie 

The hundreds of pages in Volume 8 were too much for me to read senate I 
made a spot cheok for evidence of prior and uncorrected FRI withholdings’ in Code 151996 
In one record the names of two men arrested or named as suspects were withheld. They 
remain withheld even though the judge said they should not bes! nm you release angie 3 
without asking HSCA to withhold them ee aie rt a 

se I also decided to spot obkak the first FSIEW MURKIN retordy I saw ashtinli the oe 
i copy provided to me. It is serial 4043. Sure enough you withheld from me in. the case in 
_ court what you permitted the committee to disclose — public domain information to boot 
now that I can read ite | 

The name of Jack Gawron, deceased, was withheld consistedgly and remaingwith- 
held from many pages provided in C.A. 75~1996, I remember providing your unit with 

| ven his nickname, "the cat mane" 

| You also withhold the address of the Ray uncle, William Mayher (sic). Do you 
‘suppose that. the phone book for Alton, or the city directory, don't include it, or 
that the various Ray's don't know it or that all the reporters and book writers who 
“interviewed him do not? Yet this also was and remains withyyed in: Colle TA 996, | 
long after appeal, 

| 
As usual, disclos#™ establishes there was neither need nor justification that 

the FBI merely harasses  requesters, particularly ne, runs up cost statistics, and 

    

    

   

    
    

   
ignores directives and the law. 

; { 

Sincerely 

Harold Weisberg 

  

    

   



operant 

4 REE; a Fe 

eg : Addendym of 8/13/79      

  

I have been a*le to take a closer look at the records printed by HSCa and: more about other requesters has come to mind, : ay | The copies you sent are not the only copies you have provided to James Eayl Ray. a - f 4lso, you have provided a fairly substantial number of pages to Jerry Ray, Obviously “>” the only real interest in Jerry Ray is that he is James! brother and the only ‘real interest in James is as the assassin of Dr. King. I would appreciate copies of these 
' Pecords that you have not provided and not referred to. . i ” 

        

    

     
   

    
     

   

In the 433 pages of FBI records printed in the cited volume there is bitb:a. ” e. 4 Kind of withholding, the names of symbolled informants. AL] the other kinds of with holdings you have practised in (.a, 7501996 fana in other cages che nof heres 421 those ia | flings the FBI swore to so many courts had to be withheld are not’ withheld. Nota - single police name oat ist & single bit of police information is withheld. Not any “single PBI names is wifhheld. Not a single "sqyfice" is withheld, aye If the FBI coula release such information for publication there appears to be no 

    

. basis for its withholding these kinds of information. Yet despite innumerable appeals +s over a long period of years the PBI persists in withholding such information, from MO. In C.4. 75-1996 the FBI has persisted in these linds of withholdings even when: the | Court said otherwise. i. peg RE Pe of Mit 

sj As printed there may be earlier references to the, PRI's jnterest in the Alton bank robbery in connection with James Karl Ray and his family and 1 lmow there are others printed later in this sequences However, I call to your attention the 8/26/68 Springfield report on page 444, It states "Will continue to correlate investigation in this ones with investigation under the Murkin caption to resolve any question con~ cerning the complicity of JAMES BARL RAY in instant bank robbery." ; __ On pages 451-5 the Atton case is under a MURKIN caption in the 5/29/68 Springfield 1 FSU airtel referring to the call from Section Chief C.LaMfGowan and Nos 1 man J.GeKelly, on flay 24 ana 29, respectively. These were "with regard to the possible connection between the MURKIN subject gAMES BARL RAY and the possibility of his in- volvement in the Bank of Alton robbery of July 13, 1967.» previol8i/in- contact 7 
with ... St “ouis office...” (There are other references to the Ray and St, Louis i office involvements but my point here is that the Alton: robbery is. treated and. regarded ~~ a as part of MURKIN, and all relevant MURIIN records are to héve: been providede) : Az the committee prints them there are earlier illustrations of what follows. I Gall this one to your attention because without making a careful comparison it appears — * to be the first Springfield office request for a hair and fibers micro examination of the ot year after the Alton robbery. (page 460). Alsoyiplease note that Laboratory wPtries of numb 

. Case and file(that are and remain withheld in Cd. 75-1996 are not withheld in these records the BBL lmew were to be published, my understanding is were pPublished with (      



. are necessary to anyone using these records, of other and earlier evidence submitted 

  

‘c= 00 small for them. If I cannot be and am not certainythe sizes of the other clothing 

_»,ecovered clothing would have fit any of the Ray brothers. (You may not know. it. but 

   
   

  

     

    

the FlI's assent. There is reference to other such identifications, which 

to the Lab, again with Lab number and other identifiers not withheld, This includes 
alleged Alton bank robbery evidence, like the clothing abandoned by the alleged robbers. 

There may be other references in the printed records to the clothing and similar 
materials believed to be evidences The first I noted is the FD 302 of 8/22/67, on page 
209. df all the clothing listed only one has the size given, @@ the Hickock Pioneer 
belt, size 32. Shirts trousers, jackets and hats of different kinds all usually. shave 
sizes in them and the Lab can provide this information 6f not. included on the apecimens. 

Other, similar mgm” reports by the same SA James He Yalvington all have the same . 
omissions (pages 219-20,221-2,223,4, 225-6, 227-8,229-30, 480. 1485 ,486 ,489,, 4a, 495¢ . 

A section on "Laboratory Examinations" begins of page 2335 : 

In not a single omof thege many records is any other size provided. 
Based on my personal observations of all ica & size 32 belt wo woe 

ie. 
. Whelar , Would have been helpful to the FBI and sigfie then to others in determining wagm this.    . .@lothing much too small for James was found in the Mustan@ apto he abandoned in Altanta.) 

- i, While this can suggest the existence of other and withheld records it can ee : 

_peflect the FBI's knowledge that the recovered Clothing did not fit the Raya. The, ee 

‘and! fibre examination wadthed no Ray specimens. 

Above in referring to the alleged checking of Corinth, Miss., motels I noted. that 
here came a time when the FBI decided onfer than is reflected in the record you have. 

‘dupe provided. Orie such illustration, conveniently, is published on pages 660-1, . 
, "The record you have just provided, which is only one of. the relevant records, is. 

the Jackson 10/16/78 teletype. It cites only 4ts 4/18/68 teletype, both to FBIHQ, The 
“printed one, ong of those I yecalled above, if an airtel of 3/14/69. It does not rep- 
= manent a check of all motels, only of unspecified and unidentified motels near Corinth. 

"With regard to learning what Huie had learned from Ray it declined to conduct even. the 

easy and minimal search and investigation Cpage 661) "sence it is not believed that it 

is of any particular importance to establish whether or not JAMES HARL RRY stayed over 

night at Corinth on 4/2/68..." 

This is inconsistent with reality and with the nature ‘of: the ss sateen 

‘bulldoguing of all the known irrelevancies on which it could invest and tabulate 

‘elma | ecords, 1owing in advance that there woujd be.no relevance, ta by. 

One of the obvpous importances would be the time of checking if Ray was Hlaeed 

Personally# in Atlenta that morning, there being a limit to the speed at which he could 

have driven that distance. . 
vy . yo 

Consistent with this lack of interest in where Ray ¢ spent the two days before he  



checked into a Memphis motul on 4/3/68. 
He wesal 

I checked put what nay Fold me about the next night, 4/2xw So-called "hot sheet" 

joini wlowsr to “enphis thaw Corinth, which | is not far away from Hemphis. Two maids 

and tho immager placo kay at the YeSoto Motel, now about 3/4 of a mile below the expanded 
“emphis city Limits. ‘hese people recall the It being there and making this check, I Aew *%* Peceived 
semmst no record indicating this, took it up on a nwaber of occasions with SA John Yart— 
dingh and others and when that yielbied no records apvealed the denial. 

  

Por your information, this place, the DeSoto Notel, is on the wrong side of Memphis 
for one coming from either Atlanta, the FBI's account, or Birmingham, Ray's account, but 

is ideuwlly suited for a rendezvous Se With soicone coming up from “ew Orleans, where. 
flay is known to have ha! several contacts with others. 

or your inJormation also, because 1 preawie you lack detailed knowledge of’ the 
PRE" s investigation, 11 determined that both beer (which Ray reportedly does. not: prefer) 

‘and the bag in which the beer was came from any easy walk from this DeSoto Motel. The 
“hear and the bag were included in the biindle the BI claims Ray dropped on the: weet 

ty Memphis. 

  

' Supposedly the #ul's detailed tracing of Kay was the greatest wanhunt in its: hietory. 
It did great amoynts o1 work in foreign countries, where the crime was not édmitted, 

. even’ tracing down wid interviewed the whores with whon Ray associated. Relevance to 

   

            

   

  

the crime is not apparivnt. Compared with where ay was, what he did and with whom he 
_ may have met the few days before the crime, there is room for disagreement with: the 
PRI's view that the whores are relevant and where Ray was just before the crime: is 

  

hot relevant. , 

| There is still a other gap in these records. The Fb did not come up with ‘its 
checking at the one mole) # in question in Corinth, If in fact it did check ‘that motel, 

» the single one in the area not on the main road that Kay would have’ taken ‘from Atlanta 
“he to “emphis, it did not provide the records of that check, 

mtg Your poeple appeur to have considerable familiarity with the. USCA Volume 8 because 
they cite most of its pages. They therefore should have been aware of the name of .the 

motel , because its co~cowner and co-manager, Freddie Phillips, testified beginning on 

page OO7. ‘The name of the Motel is the Southern Motel, I do. nat recall the peLevant 

revomkis having been ywmmciaai provided. 

By a copy to ir. Shea 1 am appealing all the (continuing) denials as well agp those 

you hag Pheayieed hooCribe as new ones. 

Sincerely 

fle (yl Mn 

Harold | Weisberg:


